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The pleasure of new functions, a huge graphic update. The possibilities are endless! Texcelle is both
production and design oriented, making it the ideal tool for every designer. Texcelle is the first end-

user program to offer a true production and design centric environment. Texcelle is extremely simple
to use, has advanced tools and more than 300 built-in features. With Texcelle it's super fast and
easy to start any project. Texcelle has been designed to take the hard work out of designing, not
only to create and manage projects, but also to use as an advanced vector graphics editing tool.

Texcelle will change the way you create your designs and we're proud to be the first to offer it.Our
customer base offers both enthusiastic users and professionals and we take the trust placed in us
very seriously. Editors will appreciate the automatic vector paths that are created for every vector
line. Automatic lasso and vector line help. The powerful auto preview feature allows to view vector

graphics on any screen resolution and view the entire working set at once.A drag and drop interface
allows you to quickly and easily place objects on your design, to bring it to life and to make it visually

awesome. Share vector art work in real time via E-mail or other apps. Go ahead and show it to
everyone. Special tools, like the Type on Canvas tool and the Geometric Bevel tool, allow you to

create precise rounded corners. The new Diagram tool lets you drag objects together to easily create
your own diagram. With the Tape Out tool you can use your mouse to drag a tape onto any object.
This way you can easily resize parts of any object. With the sophisticated Monitor tool you can draw

any object in any canvas without repeating. Create topological views and complex hierarchical
diagrams. In order to view a project in a completely different way, you can now hide all canvas layers

and enable the floating canvas. With the XML object you can directly edit XML files. The new Text
tool gives you the opportunity to insert texts and symbols and also lets you create auto-coloured text

automatically. Now it's so easy to instantly create complex meta-data for your designs. Add layer
data to any object with the Object Property tool. Text symbols and shapes, multiple pen, brush and

marker colours, glow, images, XObjects, pictures and many more. Now you can access a huge
number of additional features like the newly designed Graphics Viewer or a handy Object Information
tool. Texcelle will not only beautify your designs with the new extras, but also make your work faster

than ever with the incredible speed increase of the new vector paths. With Texcelle you can scale
your work up to 64 times, it's super fast and super easy to create and edit. Another feature that

we're very proud of is the huge improvement of the new floating canvas. The new floating canvas
makes it fast and easy to view designs in context. You can zoom in and out to any desired level. The

new Floating Canvas and the Layer panel lets you to view a complete project, even though any
single area is hidden.Add and edit BOD documents directly to your layers . Now it's super fast and

easy to navigate through your projects. What's more, you can also view all layers at once in the layer
panel. The powerful and completely new layer manager allows you to easily and instantly reorganize

your layers and instantly switch between projects without any hassle. 5ec8ef588b
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